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Abstract: Conventional neutron imaging utilizes the beam attenuation caused by scattering and
absorption through the materials constituting an object in order to investigate its macroscopic inner
structure. Small angle scattering has basically no impact on such images under the geometrical
conditions applied. Nevertheless, in recent years different experimental methods have been
developed in neutron imaging, which enable to not only generate contrast based on neutrons scattered
to very small angles, but to map and quantify small angle scattering with the spatial resolution of
neutron imaging. This enables neutron imaging to access length scales which are not directly resolved
in real space and to investigate bulk structures and processes spanning multiple length scales from
centimeters to tens of nanometers.
Keywords: neutron imaging; neutron scattering; small angle scattering; dark-field imaging
1. Introduction
The largest and maybe also broadest length scales that are probed with neutrons are the domains
of small angle neutron scattering (SANS) and imaging. While small angle scattering probes the
longest length scales measured in scattering covering mainly the nanometer range [1], imaging in
contrast operates in real space and probes length scales from about 10 micrometers to centimeters and
beyond [2,3]. It is only recently that the size ranges of these two techniques operating in reciprocal and
real space, respectively, overlap. High resolution SANS methods such as double crystal USANS [1,4]
and SESANS [5] have extended the range of SANS from nanometers far into the two digit micrometer
regime, where conventional SANS, one of the most successful neutron techniques in material science,
is limited due to flux and collimation requirements. Imaging on the other hand has improved its
best spatial resolution from around 100 micrometers at the millennium to below 10 micrometers [6]
recently. Another recent work has demonstrated how neutron imaging and scattering data can be
combined efficiently on a scattering vector scale in order to cover an extended size range for statistical
structure evaluation [7]. However, in SANS the measurement provides an average over sample sizes
of typically up to three by three centimeters squared cross section, which correspondingly are assumed
homogeneous on the macroscopic scale. In contrast to synchrotron x-ray small angle scattering,
scanning with pencil beams over inhomogeneous sample volumes is very limited in its potential due
to low flux and resulting long exposure times with neutrons. However, a few applications to probe,
e.g., variations in rheological conditions with scanning SANS, exist [8] with limited spatial resolutions,
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i.e., beam sizes in the range of a few square millimeters. An in-situ combination of SANS and real
space imaging appears not feasible when considering conventional instrumentation (Figure 1).
Figure 1. Instrument set-ups: conventional small angle neutron scattering (SANS) [1] and imaging
geometry [2] and principle.
1.1. Basic Concept of Imaging
In conventional neutron imaging the transmission of a sample, i.e., the ratio of incoming and
transmitted beam intensities I and I0, which is described by the Beer–Lambert law
I(y, z)
I0(y, z)
= e
∫
Σ(x,y,z)dx (1)
is mapped with spatial resolution in (y,z) (compare coordinate axis system in Figure 1). The spatial
resolution capability is achieved by a pinhole collimated beam where the achievable spatial resolution
due to the beam geometry is limited by
d = lD/L (2)
with d being the blur on a detector at the distance l from the sample, which is positioned at a distance L
downstream of the pinhole with diameter D. The beam cross section is in general larger than the sample
size. Σ = Nσt = N(σa + σs) in Equation (1) is the total macroscopic cross section, referred to as the linear
attenuation coefficient, where N is the number density of atoms and σt, σa and σs are the microscopic
total, absorption and scattering cross sections respectively. Correspondingly this description assumes
that scattered intensities are scattered to large angles and hence do not reach the transmission detector.
This can lead to significant deviations of this simplified description from transmission imaging results,
where a relatively large detector is placed close to the sample. While small angle scattering has
hardly any impact on the transmission image due to involved angles and investigated length scales,
incoherent scattering contributions and diffraction from crystalline structures close to the forward
direction can be significant [9].
1.2. Basic Concept of SANS
In conventional small angle scattering the beam is collimated by two pinholes at a distance L from
each other. The beam hitting the sample is smaller to equal the sample cross section and the transmitted
beam in forward direction is masked out by a beam stop at the detector plane at a substantial distance
l2, comparable to the collimation distance l1, downstream of the sample. This way only intensities
scattered at small angles θ (app. 0.3 to 5 deg) out of the direct beam are detected. The modulus of the
scattering vector q, which is the difference of the incoming wavevector k0 and the scattered wavevector
k is defined as
q = |k− k0| = 4pi
λ
θ (3)
where the small-angle approximation sinθ ≈ θ is used and consequently θ = λ/Ds = RD/l2 is measured
through the distance l2 of the detector from the sample and the distance RD from the direct beam at
which the scattered intensity is recorded. The scattering angle and scattering vector are related to
the length scale Ds of the scattering structure through the Bragg equation and the scattering vector
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definition. Correspondingly the structure sizes probed by SANS Ds = 4pi/q range from a few nm to a
few 100 nm corresponding to a q-range between about 1 and 0.01 nm−1. The scattering function S(q)
can be expressed as a Fourier transform of the scattering structure described by the even function of its
scattering length density-density correlation function γ(r) [1]
S(q) =
1
n0
∫
V
γ(r) cos(qr)dr (4)
being the scattering probability normalized to
∫
S(q)dq = 1 by n0. Hence, with the total small angle
scattering probability for a two phase system
ΣS = λ2(∆ρ)
2φ(1− φ)Ds (5)
where ∆ρ is the scattering length density contrast with ρ = ∑i Nibi being the scattering length density,
bi being the bound coherent scattering lengths of the constituting elements of a homogeneous phase
with a phase fraction ϕ, and with the sample thickness t the intensity distribution scattered at small
angles out of the direct beam can be written as
I(q) = Σst S(q) =
Σst
n0
∫
V
γ(r) cos(qr)dr (6)
Note that the small angle scattering function is symmetric as S(q) = S(−q) and the scattering
function is invariant with respect to an exchange of the two phases (Babinet principle) [1].
1.3. Initial Approaches of SANS in Imaging
First attempts to probe small angle scattering with simultaneous spatial resolution have been
reported using double crystal set-ups [10] (Figure 2) also referred to as Bonse–Hart camera [1,11].
In a double crystal diffractometer (DCD), the wavelength and divergence angles are coupled, which
enables the detection of ultra-small angles despite of utilizing a divergent beam. This hence enables
the characterization of structures from a few 100 nanometers to micrometers. In addition, the angular
sensitivity is only in one dimension, on which the two dimensional scattering pattern of SANS is
hence projected. This is referred to as slit-smeared SANS and can be described by the projection of the
density–density correlation function onto one axis as
G(y) =
1
Dsz
∫ ∞
−∞
γ(0, y, z)dz (7)
with normalization by the correlation length Dsz =
∫
γ(0, 0, z)dz to achieve a dimensionless function
again [12].
Figure 2. Double crystal diffractometer for imaging (Left) and results (Right) of differential phase
(matrix, Top) and dark-field contrast (Bottom) tomographies of a reference sample filled with different
sizes and concentrations of beta-carotine particles in solution as visualized in the tomography (color
code); Results Reproduced from [10], with the permission of AIP Publishing.
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Imaging with such instruments was initially intended to enable differential phase contrast imaging
of the refractive index distribution in a sample [13]. For this purpose the instrument can be equipped
with an imaging detector, and depending on the specific instrument and purpose angular or spatial
scanning are required [14,15]. Due to the fact that the relevant angular range of refraction matches the
one of ultra-small angle scattering from structures in the micrometer and sub-micrometer range
the method proved to be also suited to provide images of ultra-small angle scattering contrast.
The principle feasibility could be demonstrated even for tomographic reconstructions of cross sections
based on variations of small angle scattering. Concentration and size differences for example of
nanoparticles in solution could be identified and located in bulk samples [10] (Figure 2). However,
the coupling of angles and wavelengths by diffraction in the perfect single crystals of the instrument
is also causing severe flux penalties, and therefore exposure times turn out to be too demanding for
quantitative measurements and most practical application.
2. Beam Modulation Techniques for SANS and Imaging
At about the same time spatial beam modulation was on the one hand proposed for integral SANS
measurements [16] and on the other hand realized for differential phase contrast neutron imaging [17].
While transversal beam modulation for SANS was proposed through a novel neutron spin-echo
technique, in neutron imaging beam modulation was realized by the Talbot–Lau effect with phase and
absorption gratings.
2.1. Neutron Grating Interferometry (NGI)
Neutron grating interferometers today are an established advanced neutron imaging tool. Grating
interferometry with neutrons has proven particularly useful to detect magnetic domain walls and
visualize magnetic domains even in the bulk of samples, which are not accessed by any other
technique [18–29]. The Talbot–Lau grating interferometer, being the current standard in neutron grating
interferometry consists of a set of three gratings (Figure 3). Central to this set-up is a phase grating (G1)
with a period 2p in the micrometer range, which introduces an interference pattern. The interference
pattern takes the form of a self image of the phase grating at certain regular distances L2 referred to as
Talbot distances. For the conventionally used gratings inducing a phase shift of pi, the period of the
self-image, i.e., the modulation of the interference pattern is half the period of the grating. In order
to provide sufficient beam coherence for diffraction at a micrometer sized structure a source grating,
which is an absorption grating (G0), is installed in the divergent neutron beam close to the pinhole,
which defines the real space spatial resolution of the imaging instrument. The period and distances
are chosen such that the interference patterns related to individual beams from G0 are superposed
constructively at the chosen Talbot distance, i.e., p0 = pL1/L2, where p0 is the period of the source grating
and L1 is the distance from source grating to phase grating. Because the period of the interference
pattern in the micrometer range cannot be detected directly with conventional state-of-the-art imaging
detectors with pixel sizes >10 µm, another absorption grating (G2) with a period p is installed at
the chosen Talbot distance L2 and the transversal beam modulation is translated into an intensity
variation in each pixel of the imaging detector by stepwise scanning of one grating over about one
period. The distances between source and phase gratings are typically of the order of meters and the
Talbot distance of the order of centimeters. The sample can be placed before or after the phase grating,
but for optimum spatial resolution performance should remain close to the detector. The Talbot–Lau
interferometer is optimized for a certain wavelength with regards to the phase shift in the phase
grating and with respect to the Talbot distance. However, the requirements for monochromatisation,
i.e., wavelength resolution (dλ/λ ≈ 10%) and beam divergence are very modest, which enables to
work with significantly brighter beams than in any other technique sensitive in the respective angular
range. This hence enables efficient imaging measurements with high spatial resolution.
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Figure 3. Modulated beam imaging set-ups schematic: Talbot–Lau grating interferometer (Top) and
spin-echo modulation set-up (Middle) as well as a novel development referred to as far-field grating
interferometer (Bottom).
The angular sensitivity is defined by the micrometer sized period of the beam modulation which
provides access to the ultra-small angle range even for sample to detector distances of centimeters,
which in turn enables high spatial image resolution with modest beam collimation.
The basic idea of such set-up is that angular beam deviations induced by the sample alter the
interference pattern. While the original motivation for building grating interferometers was to detect
differential phase contrast, where the refraction of the beam shifts the phase of the interference pattern
locally, the main application of the set-up became the detection of what is referred to as dark-field
contrast, implying the loss of beam modulation visibility. The visibility is defined as V = (Imax −
Imin)/(Imax + Imin), where Imax and Imin are the maximum and the minimum intensity of a modulation
period across the beam. Visibility is lost through redistribution of intensity from the bright field
(modulation maxima) to the dark field (modulation minima), which is the case in particular when the
beam is scattered symmetrically like in small angle scattering or when magnetic features affect spin-up
and spin-down components of the neutron conversely through refraction. However, also conventional
refraction can due to limited direct spatial resolution lead to dark-field effects.
2.2. Spin-Echo Modulation (SEM)
As the neutron carries a magnetic moment antiparallel to its spin, controlled manipulation of
the polarization of a beam has enabled several spin-echo techniques for elastic and inelastic neutron
scattering, based on the analyses of the final beam polarization [30]. It has however also been found that
the application of a specific spin echo approach enables the controlled spatial modulation of the beam
and it has been proposed to utilize such modulation for small angle scattering studies [16]. Shortly after
the first successful well controlled modulation has been achieved with a monochromatic beam [31]
the ability for quantitative SANS measurements has been demonstrated for both a time-of-flight
approach [32] and a monochromatic beam [33].
Here the principle set-up (Figure 3) consists of two main magnetic field regions in which the
spins of a polarized neutron beam precess around the magnetic field vector aligned perpendicular
to the spin polarization. The magnetic field regions have inclined boundaries with respect to the
beam and are designed such that at a certain distance, depending on the field strengths B1 and B2
and the distance of the fields L1 and L2 to the detector, the spin polarization is a sinusoidal function
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of the transversal position on the detector only [16,31–33]. Hence, the installation of a spin filter, i.e.,
polarization analyser after the second precession field yields a spatially intensity modulated beam on
the detector. The key condition is B1L1 = B2L2 and provides a beam modulation with a period.
p =
pi tanϑ
cλ(B2 − B1) (8)
where ϑ is the inclination of the field boundaries with respect to the beam and c = γn mn/h = 4.632×
1014 T−1 m−2 with γn and mn the gyromagnetic ratio and the mass of the neutron, respectively, and h
the Planck constant.
Also here the requirements on divergence and wavelength resolution are modest and the sample
can be positioned anywhere after the first precession field. This allows the sample to be placed
after the analyser and in close vicinity to the detector. Hence, highly efficient spatial resolved SANS
studies with in principle high image resolution are possible [34]. The period of the modulation
depends on the wavelength used, the magnetic field settings as well as on the field inclination.
In contrast to the Talbot–Lau grating interferometer, where modulations are in the micrometer range,
the to-date achieved modulation periods utilizing spin-echo range in the order of tenths of millimeters
to millimeters [32–35]. This implies that the sensitivity range of such set-ups are currently ranging in the
small angle to very small angle range. It however also implies, that the periods can mostly be resolved
directly with state-of-the-art imaging detectors, but are superimposed to the real space images of the
sample. This in turn requires slightly different data analyses strategies than the Talbot–Lau case and an
entanglement of effective spatial resolution and small angle scattering resolution has to be considered
carefully [36]. However, on the other hand the spin-echo set-up also implies enhanced flexibility as the
set-up is suited to work with a broad range of wavelengths, can be tuned remotely (magnetic fields)
and enables inversion of measurements through spin-up vs. spin-down measurements, which can
be utilized for efficient analyses [36]. The ability to work with a broad range of wavelengths enables
in particular to efficiently exploit a time-of-flight (ToF) approach enabling high efficiency and best
exploitation of modern pulsed spallation neutron sources [32,34].
3. Dark-Field Imaging (DFI)
Dark-field imaging with grating interferometers designed for differential phase contrast imaging
was introduced to neutron imaging about a decade ago [37] and underlined the ability for 3D
tomographic studies of deviations in the scattering behavior in the volume of bulk samples.
3.1. Modulated Beam Dark-Field Contrast Theory
The contrast has been identified to be a local convolution of the small-angle scattering function
with the modulation pattern, which allowed to assume a logarithmic behavior with thickness enabling
tomographic reconstruction analogue to attenuation contrast [37]. This differs from dark-field contrast
measured in DCDs as a broadening of the angular intensity distribution [10]. The logarithmic behavior
of the visibility was later confirmed in a mathematical deduction [38] which was repeated specifically
for neutrons [39].
Dark-field contrast imaging being sensitive to scattering to small, respective ultra-small angles
became successful alone by its ability to detect locations in samples where such scattering takes place or
is altered. Microstructural deviations hence provided additional image contrast from structures beyond
direct real space resolution, and contrast for material compositions, which would otherwise not provide
contrast in terms of attenuation. In neutron imaging the detection of magnetic structures providing
a signal due to splitting of the spin states of an unpolarized beam became most prominent [18–29].
However, also the detection of regions with altered porosity or precipitations in particular in metallic
samples has been demonstrated and applied [40,41] (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Qualitative dark-field imaging: (a) materials distinguished by scattering originating from
precipitates and porosity. Reproduced from [40], with the permission of AIP Publishing; (b) visualizing
magnetic domain walls in 3D [27].
However, all applications first remained to a high degree qualitative especially with respect to
the analyses of small angle scattering in terms of structural characteristics. A significant effort has
been made in the x-ray community, strongly exploiting grating dark-field measurements especially in
biological samples, to achieve a quantification of the signal through rigorous wave-field calculations.
However, the straightforward quantitative context of the well-known and described conventional
small angle scattering (SAS) theory and the dark-field signal has only recently been established [42]
and since enables quantification analogue to well established SAS considerations and models. This has
not only enabled the development of improved measurement strategies for quantitative dark-field
imaging with full SAS characterization of probed structures, but has also led to implementation and
usability of the specific analyses required in a standard SANS analyses software package.
Unlike in conventional SANS instruments but like in USANS in a DCD [1] scattering is only
probed projected in a scattering plane and hence in one dimension. This so called slit-smearing has to
be accounted for in calculating respectively interpreting the measured real space correlation function.
However, this has been deduced and described in detail for another slit smeared real space scattering
technique, namely Spin-Echo SANS [12] and has meanwhile been readily adapted for in the sans
analyses software package SASfit [43].
A general theoretical description clarifying the context of SAS and modulated beam measurements,
like those in grating interferometers and spin-echo modulated beam experiments, has been provided
in Ref [42]. It has been shown that the convolution of the small angle scattering function S(q), where q
is the modulus of the scattering vector, with the modulation function the visibility of which can be
expressed as
VS(ξ, q) = V0(ξ) cos(∆ω) = V0(ξ)cos(ξq) (9)
where VS and V0 are the visibilities measured with and without the sample, respectively, is
Vs(ξ, q) = V0(ξ)
∫ ∞
−∞
dq S(q)cos(ξq). (10)
It is hence a back transformation of the scattering function from Fourier space to real space and
therefore yields the real space correlation function G of the scattering structure as
G(ξ) =
∫ +∞
−∞
dqS(q)cos(ξq) (11)
through
Vs(ξ)/V0(ξ) =
∫ ∞
−∞
dq S(q)cos(ξq) = G(ξ). (12)
where V = (Imax − Imin)/(Imax + Imin) is the visibility of the modulation for an open beam (V0) and
a sample measurement (Vs) in each pixel, respectively, and ∆ω is the specific phase shift of the
modulation with respect to a specific scattering angle, respective scattering vector, and can be expressed
by the set-up parameter ξ and the scattering vector q. ξ = λLs/p has been formulated for the first time
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in this context [42], being the autocorrelation length, i.e., the specific correlation length probed by
a particular set-up. This parameter is characterized by the utilized wavelength λ, the modulation
period p and the effective sample to detector distance Ls. Taking into account transmitted neutrons,
the path integral through an extended sample and multiple scattering effects the final expression can
be written as
Vs(ξGI)/V0(ξGI) = e
Σst(G(ξGI)−1) (13)
Consequently, when the real space correlation function and the total scattering cross section S of a
scattering structure are to be evaluated it is indispensable to perform a scan of the parameter ξ = λLs/p,
which can be realized through scans of the wavelength, like in a ToF approach, a scan of the sample
distance, which however also affects the real space spatial resolution, and the period of the interference
pattern, which cannot be achieved with a fixed grating set-up.
3.2. Quantitative Dark-Field Contrast Imaging
Despite these very recent developments several applications of this approach to probe
simultaneously macroscopic structures through real space imaging and microscopic structures through
spatial resolved extraction of the real space correlation function have been reported. The initial proof
of principle has been realized through wavelength and sample distance scans to extract the particle
size and concentration of spherical micrometer sized particles dispersed in water [44] (Figure 5a).
Similar results have been reported later at other facilities [45], underlining a fast spread of the method
and its potential. In one case sedimentation effects could be observed [44] (Figure 5a), while in
a subsequent work the sedimentation and quasi crystallization of micrometer particles in solution
could be studied in detail and the spatial resolution enabled to distinguish several different phases
in the system [46] (Figure 5b). This latter study already utilized an upgraded Talbot–Lau grating
interferometer, in which for the extension of the range in pure sample distance scan, the used order of
the Talbot distance was increased, in order to enable extended scanning and investigated size range.
These measurements underlined the strength of the method to investigate inhomogeneous systems on
length scales distributed over several orders of magnitude from micrometers to centimeters. Not only
the shape of particles (Figure 5a) based on the form factors in SAS but also structure factor related
features, i.e., next neighbor correlations in highly concentrated solutions or densely packed crystal-like
structures, i.e., a structure factor, can be identified and studied (Figure 5b). Unlike in conventional
SANS experiments all these phases can spatially be resolved and separated when present in a single
inhomogeneous sample. Therefore, the methods enable studies of inhomogeneity driven or creating
processes and states.
Figure 5. Quantitative neutron grating interferometry dark-field imaging (NGI-DFI): (a) spherical
polystyrene particles diluted in H2O/D2O; loss of concentration observed over time (sedimentation) of
4 µm particles (a1); results corresponding to form factor of spherical particles with dimeter of 2 µm
measured (a2); (a3,a4) corresponding dark-field images at 3.3 Å and 5 Å, respectively [44]; (b) DFI of
polystyrene spheres sedimenting in an aqueous dilution where a diluted phase a concentrated phase
and a quasi-crystalline phase can be identified and in particular a depletion zone (C) between high
concentration and crystallization regions is found [46]; (a1) to (a4) are reproduced with permission of
the International Union of Crystallography from [44].
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Similar studies have been performed also with the SEM-DFI approach, however, here nanoparticle
systems around 100nm in size have been studied as reference systems and provide similar results
as with the Talbot–Lau grating interferometer, but on a complementary length scale [34,44,46–48].
An example of a study on metallic welds is presented in Figure 6. In contrast to the image of Al fatigue
test samples in Figure 4, which was taken at a single wavelength, this study has been performed in
a ToF mode. Hence, the real space correlation functions of different parts of the weld were resolved
ranging over about an order of magnitude. However, while significant differences between the areas
of material not affected by the weld (marked orange), the heat affected zone (blue) and the weld itself
(green) are detected, the microstructure is much more complex than in the systems of monodisperse
particles introduced before. Therefore, a straight forward modelling and interpretation of the curves
was so far not possible, but requires additional data. Nevertheless, it appears that on the given scale
the heat affected zone and the weld itself display more inhomogeneities causing higher scattering
levels than the original material, which might be due to porosity and precipitates occuring in the weld.
Figure 6. Time-of-flight dark-field imaging of steel welds: (a) real space correlation functions of three
distinct areas of a 1.5 mm thick steel weld; (b) photograph of the sample(s) with the color coded regions
of interest analysed in (a) and (c); (c) simultaneously recorded wavelength dependent transmission
data of two color coded regions of interest (b) in the weld, displaying the Bragg edge pattern around
the Fe(110) Bragg edge.
Here, however, another outstanding feature of wavelength resolved and particular ToF
dark-field imaging can be demonstrated. Due to the fact that with modulated beam DFI not only
dark-field contrast but simultaneously also attenuation contrast is probed, the wavelength dependent
transmission provides access to yet another length scale. Bragg edges detected due to diffraction
at the crystal lattice of powder-like crystalline materials enable to detect and analyze a variety of
crystalline features established in the Ångstrom length scale regime. A comprehensive overview of the
utilization of diffraction contrast in neutron imaging is provided in Ref [49]. Figure 6c displays the
Bragg edge corresponding to bcc (110) of ferritic steel at around 4.05 Å and slight differences, likely
due to microstructural discrepancies, between the heat affected zone and the original material of the
weld. This implies that in principle multiple length scales from Ångstrom via nano- and micrometer
to centimeters can be probed simultaneously in a single imaging experiment utilizing wavelength
resolved (ToF) modulated beam dark-field imaging.
4. Discussion
From the examples in Figure 5 it can be seen that the probed size range in Talbot–Lau
interferometers is yet quite limited, due to wavelength dependence of the performance optimum of
the grating set-up. The named successful extension to higher order Talbot distances improves the
situation [46], but the probed length scale yet remains below one order of magnitude. The wavelength
range that can reasonably be utilized is limited by different factors like the wavelength dependence
of the set-up and gratings, but also of the total small angle cross section. The latter depends on
wavelength squared, which implies a significant increase of scattering with wavelength, leading to
saturation of the dynamic range of the measurements quickly. An example of saturated contrast is
found in Figure 7b2, where in an approach of time-of-flight Talbot–Lau DFI the contrast of a sample
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probed complementarily with ToF SEM-DFI (Figure 7a,b1) was saturated, so that quantification was
prohibited in the micrometer range. Therefore, a balance between low signal at short wavelengths
and strong signal at long wavelengths has to be found, while the accuracy at both ends is limited
by signal statistics and initial contrast. Although effort has been made to optimize visibility and
measurement efficiency [50–52] severe limitations apply and visibility maxima with grating range only
around 30%. Further extended distance scans on the other hand tend to impact the spatial resolution,
yet an advantage of the Talbot–Lau method.
Figure 7. Resolution ranges and limitations correlation length and direct real space resolution for
different DFI approaches; (a) modelled data from wavelength dispersive NGI-DFI and time-of-flight
(ToF) SEM-DFI; (b1) real space image of the SEM-DFI [34] and (b2) of ToF NGI-DFI; (c) curves from (a)
on logarithmic correlation length scale and including ranges of different neutron techniques to explore
the corresponding size ranges (note these apply only to the size range, i.e., x-axis).
Figure 7a,b underlines the complementarity of NGI-DFI and SEM-DFI, both in terms of direct
spatial resolution (Figure 7b) and SAS range (Figure 7a). In Figure 7a the data of a magnetic metal
powder (Ferroxdure YXF1, BaFe12O19, Yuxiang Magnetic Materials Ind. Co., Ltd., Xiamen, China)
measured with SEM-DFI is modelled by a random two-phase system and the data spans a range
of correlation lengths from 30 to 175 nm. In the real space image of the measurement in Figure 7b1
the outline of the sample (marked with a box indicated with “i”) from which the data is extracted
is not well defined. The spatial resolution is limited not only due to an extended sample to detector
distance in this measurement of several 10 cm, but in particular due to the large modulation period of
up to five millimeters, ultimately limiting the spatial resolution of the DFI image, but not necessarily
the attenuation image [36]. In contrast, the image of the ToF NGI-DFI in Figure 7b2 provides a well
resolved (approximately 100 micrometer resolution) dark-field image of the powder in a two-millimeter
thick cuvette only a few centimeters from the detector and a modulation period of a few micrometer.
However, the visibility is fully extinct. The NGI-DFI real space correlation function in Figure 7a is the
data from Figure 5a2 modelled with an isolated hard-sphere model with a two-micrometer diameter.
The scattering of this sample is more than two orders of magnitude less than the one of the powder
sample at these long correlation length values, which prevents signal saturation. The length scale
probed is about an order of magnitude higher and ranges only from 1.5 to 2.5 µm in this example taken
at the first fractional Talbot distance. The example in Figure 5c extends the range to about half an order
of magnitude mainly towards five micrometers. Correspondingly, in Figure 7c the same curves with
a logarithmic scale of correlation lengths probed does not only compare the range probed by SEM-DFI
and NGI-DFI but also puts them into context with the most applied small-angle neutron scattering
techniques SANS, SESANS (operating analogue to DFI in the real space correlation length space) and
(DCD)USANS. The representation for DFI methods already includes some range extensions achieved
in recent development work, which shall to some extent still be discussed.
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5. Outlook
Probing SANS through quantitative dark-field imaging is still a very young development and
many results on the level of proof-of-principle. However, due to the fact that the results are very
promising and reveal a high potential for detailed studies of inhomogeneous and real-life systems
a significant effort is made to further develop techniques and explore their limits. In particular, closing
the gap between SEM and NGI in real space as well as in correlation length, but especially also between
correlation length and real space resolution is of high interest.
5.1. Progress in Grating-Based DFI
It has been outlined that optimization of Talbot–Lau grating arrangements have already allowed
an extension of the range accessible and optimization and tailoring of data acquisition [46,50,51].
However, extending the correlation length range significantly to smaller length scales appears to
require variations of the modulation approach with gratings.
Novel geometries considered in grating-based DFI include a so called far-field interferometer
previously introduced for x-rays and light [53] (Figure 3c). Similar to SEM-DFI the periods are long,
a broader wavelength spectrum can be utilized and remotely controlled scanning of a wider range of
autocorrelation lengths is enabled also by the possible grating distance scans. A drawback is however
a large sample to detector distance required to achieve correlation lengths comparable to Talbot–Lau
interferometers. Hence, a significant trade-off between spatial resolution and flux is to be taken into
account for imaging and spatial resolution of the dark-field contrast image itself is limited by the large
period. This technique has not yet been included in Figure 7c, because the actually achievable range
and trade-offs are not yet explored in detail.
5.2. Progress in Spin-Echo Modulated DFI
So far the limitation for spin-echo-based modulation was to achieve small enough modulation
periods to improve the direct spatial DFI resolution and to push the DFI correlation length range to
higher values. Significant progress has been achieved recently with two techniques that allow much
higher magnetic fields than the conventional wire wound coils. The first is the development of the
superconducting magnetic Wollaston prisms [54] for spin-echo modulated SANS, which could easily be
transferred to quantitative SEM-DFI. This setup in particular allows a very compact design. A second
technique involving radio frequency coils has been tested recently in a development at a testbeamline
of the European Spallation Source (ESS) at the Helmholtz Zentrum Berlin (HZB) [55] and will be
reported elsewhere. Such approach is comparable to solutions for SESANS at pulsed sources [56]
which has proven to be a very stable and flexible solution. The two methods allowed to push the
period significantly and towards the limit of what can be still directly resolved with the ToF imaging
detector [57] utilized for the ToF approaches [32,34]. This enables on the one hand a reduction of the
sample to detector distance, which generally enables better spatial resolution. However, better spatial
resolution for the DFI signal is in particular enabled by the smaller modulation periods realized this
way. At the same time the accessible range could be extended to several 100 nm, close to overlapping
the NGI range. In order to resolve even smaller periods in ToF, if detector resolution cannot be
improved significantly at good efficiency, also here a grating analyser could be utilized in such range
as has been demonstrated for monochromatic spin-echo modulated SANS [33]. In a time-of-flight
experiment this would require ramping of the magnetic fields synchronized with the source pulses.
The feasibility of such a technique has been demonstrated already as well [58]. It has to be noted
however, that this impacts the accessible range as the wavelength dependence of the probed correlation
length changes from wavelength square to a linear dependence, hence a significantly smaller range for
the same wavelength range.
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6. Conclusions
In conclusion, SANS can play a significant role in neutron imaging in the future. Recent developments
underline the potential to quantitatively probe SANS in imaging experiments with good spatial resolution.
A number of developments are further fostering this option and improving the probable ranges as well
as data quality and modelling. The ability to profit from ToF furthermore provides the perspective
for the technique to prosper at modern high flux pulsed spallation sources and in turn paves the
way for new scientific opportunities in soft as well as hard condensed matter research, enabling the
investigation of structures on several length scales simultaneously. It has been outlined that even
the length scales of crystal lattices, the domain of neutron diffraction become accessible through the
very same data recorded at once and adding to the macroscopic scale of direct real space resolution
and the microscopic scale of SAS in the nanometer to micrometer range. This also implies that
inhomogeneous systems and whole real-world devices and processes might move into the focus
of advanced dark-field contrast studies. To realize such potential there is still a lot of room for
improvements and developments pushing the current limitations. For grating-based methods this
is mainly done at conventional continuous source imaging instruments [17,37,46,59–61], but finds
its way also to pulsed sources like JPARC and ISIS with a view on their pioneering dedicated ToF
imaging instrumentation [62–66]. The spin-echo technique has so far been explored at test beamlines in
Berlin [55] and Delft [34], but also here capabilities become available at the named spallation sources.
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